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Dashed Indicates that this is not an official reporting line.
MBA Core Faculty*  
Brenda Anderson  
Lawrence Bailis  
Carole Carlson  
Susan Curnan  
Joel Cutcher-Gershenfeld  
Stephen Fournier  
Jody Hoffer Gittell  
Sakshi Jain  
David Weil

MPP Core Faculty*  
Christine Bishop  
Mary Brolin  
Susan Curnan  
Michael Doonan  
Stephen Fournier  
Sakshi Jain  
Robert Kuttner  
Lisa Lynch  
Alexandra Pineros-Shields  
Sangeeta Tyagi  
Marij Warfield

MS Core Faculty*  
Stephen Fournier  
A.K. Nandakumar  
Moaven Razavi  
Donald Shepard

SID Core Faculty*  
Joseph Assan  
Ricardo Godoy  
Rajesh Sampath  
Larry Simon

COEX Core Faculty*  
Pamina Firchow  
Alain Lempereur

*Core Faculty do not include external faculty, such as adjuncts, those who teach but are on a research track, such as scientists with lecturer titles, or staff who teach.
Academy - Other

Heller Dean (Maria Madison)

PhD
  Program Director (Lisa Lynch)
  Program Manager (Nancy Leonard)
  Sr. Department Coordinator (Rosella Carrelli)

EMBA
  Program Director (Brenda Anderson)
  Associate Director (Amy DiMattia)
  Assistant Director (Annalisa Groth)

Exec. Ed
  Program Administrator (Tessa Venell)

Tufts MBS-MBA and MD-MBA
  Program Director (Joel CUTcher-Gershefenfeld)

HUG
  Program Director (Darren Zinner)
  Program Administrator (Kathryn Howell)

PhD Core Faculty*
  Dolores Acevedo-Garcia
  Stuart Altman
  Christine Bishop
  Michael Doonan
  Stephen Fournier
  Deborah Garrick
  Jody Hoffer Gittell
  Anita Hill
  Dominic Hodgkin
  Constance Horgan

Nina Kammerer
Robert Kuttner
Lisa Lynch
Monika Mitra
Allyala Krishna Nandakumar
Alexandra Pineros-Shields
Rajesh Sampath
Len Saxe
Laurence Simon

HUG Core Faculty*
  Karen Donelan
  Deborah Garnick
  Dominic Hodgkin
  Monika Mitra
  Sharon Reif
  Rajesh Sampath
  Laurence Simon
  Cindy Thomas
  Darren Zinner

*Core Faculty do not include external faculty, such as adjuncts, those who teach but are on a research track, such as scientists with lecturer titles, or staff who teach.
Sillerman Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy

- Heller Interim Dean (Maria Madison)
  - Assistant Director (Sheryl Seller)
    - Graduate Research Assistant (Katherine Bogen)
  - Director, Sillerman Center for the Advancement of Philanthropy (Susan Eaton)
    - Department Coordinator (Linda Lee)
    - Research Associate - Temp (Brian Stanley)
Institute on Economic and Racial Equity

Heller Interim Dean (Maria Madison)

Director, Institute on Economic and Racial Equity (Lisa Lynch)

Associate Director (Tatjana Meschede)
- Program Administrator (Kerry Harris)
- Distinguished Research Scientist (Linda Pololi)
  - Research Scientist (Rebecca Loya)
  - Program Director, Segal Program (Susanna Flug-Silva)
  - Sr Scientist II (Janet Boguslaw)
- Sr Scientist II (Linda Pololi)
  - Assistant Director, Segal (Carole Belzaire)
  - Sr Program Administrator (Lanni Isenberg)
  - Research Associate (Zora Haque)
  - Sr Research Associate (Sylvia Stewart)
  - Research Associate (Tauren Nelson)

Research Associate (Eunjee Jee)
- Sr. Research Scientist (Robert Brennan)
- Sr. Research Associate II (Jan Gvian)
- Sr. Research Associate II (Tay McNamara)
- Research Associate (Madeline Smith-Gibbs)
- Research Associate (Robert Brennan)
- Program Administrator (Kerry Harris)
- Distinguished Research Scientist (Linda Pololi)
- Director, Institute on Economic and Racial Equity (Lisa Lynch)

Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute

Susan Curnan
Sakshi Jain – IERE Scholar in Residence
Alexandra Pineros-Shields
Thomas Shapiro
Marij Warfield
David Weil

Other People

Matthew Hoover, Senior Research Assoc. (Marij Warfield supervisor)
See next few pages for further breakouts of the institutes.
Schneider Institute for Global Health and Development

Heller Interim Dean (Maria Madison)

Co-Director, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Stuart Altman)

Co-Director, Schneider Institutes for Health Policy (Constance Horgan)

Director, Institute for Global Health and Development (A.K. Nandakumar)

Professor (Donald Shepard)
Distinguished Scientist (William Crown)
Scientist (Gary Gaumer)
Scientist (Moaven Razavi)
Visiting Scholar (Mursal Manati)
Department Administrator (Clare Hurley)
Project Manager (Monica Jordan)
Graduate Research Assistant (Yiqun Luan)
Graduate Research Assistant (Thuong Nong)

Heller Faculty Associated with this Institute
Donald Shepard
Cindy Thomas
Other Research + Community Engagement

Heller Interim Dean (Maria Madison)

Chairman (Stuart Altman)

Executive Director, Health Industry Forum (Robert Mechanic)

Executive Director, Mass Health Policy Forum (Michael Doonan)

Executive Director, Council on Healthcare Economics and Policy (Michael Doonan)

Department Coordinator (Leslie Ziarko Valera)

Research Associate (Margo Worman)

Conference Planner (Ashley Osario)

Assistant Director (Gabrielle Katz)